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RIPPLEFOLD

Panel Construction

BY ROSE MARY LEBLANC AND AMANDA DEAL SMITH, SEAMLESS WORKROOM

M

any workroom owners don’t relish the idea of making a ripplefold panel, mainly
because they have not fabricated one before or it is not something they often
get asked to make. Ripplefold lends itself to many different design styles and

is the perfect choice if there is a need for minimal stack back and projection. Although different
from how panels are normally fabricated, the process is really not difficult when taken step by
step and the outcome can be an amazing finished treatment.
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Step One: Determining Length,
Width and Fullness
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Reprinted from Kirsch Ripplefold Guide

Measure for finished width and finished length. The rod width
will be the same as the finished width of the treatment. Be sure
to take note that the finished length will be from the bottom of
the rod to the desired drop. This measurement is so important
since there are no pin hooks to adjust the length if needed.

Reprinted from Kirsch Ripplefold Guide

Butt masters are recommended for one-way draw panels. When
used with center-draw panels, they do allow for a small amount
of light to show between the panels, which is why many people
prefer the overlap master for a center draw. See photo 2.

Fullness options are 60 percent, 80 percent, 100 percent or
120 percent. See photo 1 to determine which is right for your
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application.

Step Two: Choosing Track Style,
Master Carrier, Draw and Type of
Carrier
Tracks can be ceiling or wall mounted; cord, hand-drawn or
motorized; and decorative or commercial. There are so many

Reprinted from Kirsch Ripplefold Guide

choices available from a wide variety of dealers.

There are two types of carriers: standard snap and front loading.

Like all other panels, the draw can be one-way stack right,

take the panel off the track. The front-loading carrier is a two-

one-way stack left or center.
Master carriers are either overlap or butt. With overlap

Standard snap offers less stack back, but it is more difficult to
piece system, so it is easier to install the panels and remove
them. It is only available on the Select Ripplefold track and the

masters, the panels will overlap each other where they meet

Kirsch 93001 track. See photo 3.

in the center. Butt masters allow the panels to butt together

Once you know all of the above specifications, order the

in the center.

headrail and have it on hand before you begin fabrication. It is
best to have it in-house in case components for the rod have
changed, which might, in turn, change your fabrication details.
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Step Three: Fabricating
the Panel Using the Kirsch
Fabrication Chart
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Reprinted from Kirsch Ripplefold Guide

The panel is attached to the rod with snap tape, which is a nylon
tape with pre-attached male snaps spaced 4¼ inches apart. You

Select the master carrier chart depending on whether you are
using the overlap or butt master. Keep in mind that this chart is
only for one panel if it is a one-way draw. If you have a center

will need the same number of snaps on the tape as on your rod,
plus an additional snap for the leading edge. Be sure to allow
extra tape for the side hems also.

draw, the chart is just for half the finished width.

Adjust the tape to fit the master carrier leading edge snaps. See

For our purposes we are making a panel at 60 percent fullness
with a one-way draw and a butt master, and the track is 26 inches.
Follow the 60 percent column down to the 24 to 28-inch section.
Traveling across that row will tell you that your finished hemmed

photo 5. Cut the tape apart and resew to adjust the snaps to fit
your chosen master carrier. For our purposes with a butt master,
our snaps will be 1 inch on center. See photo 6.

panel width will be 51 inches, the stack back will be 8¼ inches for
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a front-load carrier and the number of carriers required is 12. Two
of those carriers will be on the master, leaving you with 10 loose
carriers. See photo 4.
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Fabricate your panels with desired side and bottom hems. The top
of the panel should have a double 1½-inch header.
Pre-fit the snap tape to the panels, making sure that the tape fits
the panel and some of the tape extends into the return area and
tucks under the side hem. See photo 7.
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Using a small, narrow presser foot, sew the snap tape to the panel
down both sides of the snaps. See photo 8.

Adjust the carriers so that the snaps face the sides.
See photo 10.

Step Four: Attaching the Panel
to the Rod

9

Congratulations! You have completed a ripplefold panel! It is
now ready to be installed and will take very little dressing out
once it is up and functional. (Please note that our example was
not pleated to pattern… that is a whole different application
Beginning with the leading edge, attach all snaps to the carriers.

process.) z

See photo 9.
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